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AIG ASSET MANAGEMENT (EUROPE) LIMITED (“AAMEL”) 

2018 RTS BEST EXECUTION REPORT 

Introduction 

This document has been prepared for the purposes of Article 3 (3) of Regulatory Technical 
Standard 28 (RTS 28) supplementing Markets in Financial Instruments Directive 2014/65/EU 
(MiFID II) and covers the period 1 January 2018 to 31 December 2018. 
 
The information contained within this document summarises trading for AAMEL as: 
 

1) The top five counterparties per MiFID asset class, 
2) The top five execution venues per MiFID asset class. 

 
AAMEL executes transactions as agent on behalf of its clients as per investment 
management agreements. It does not execute orders as principal. 
 

AAMEL uses Bloomberg as its primary order management system (“OMS”) and the results 
contained within this report have been produced directly from the system. 

RTS 28 

3a An explanation of the relative importance the firm gave to the execution factors of 
price, costs, speed, likelihood of execution or any other consideration including 
qualitative factors when assessing the quality of execution 

 
Price and Liquidity are generally deemed as the most important execution factors when 
performing execution of client orders, however in certain circumstances (depending on 
market conditions) likelihood of execution and settlement may take precedence to all other 
factors. 
 
3b A description of any close links, conflicts of interests, and common ownerships with 

respect to any execution venues used to execute orders 
 

There have been no close links, conflicts of interests or common ownerships with any 
execution venues or counterparties used by AAMEL. 
 
3c A description of any specific arrangements with any execution venues regarding 

payments made or received, discounts, rebates or non-monetary benefits received; 
 
AAMEL does not have any specific arrangements with any execution venues regarding 
payments made and has not received discounts, rebates or non-monetary benefits. 
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3d An explanation of the factors that led to a change in the list of execution venues listed 
in the firm’s execution policy, if such a change occurred; 

 

There were no material changes to the execution venues listed in AAMEL’s order execution 
policy during 2018. 

e An explanation of how order execution differs according to client categorisation, where 
the firm treats categories of clients differently and where it may affect the order 
execution arrangements; 

 

Not applicable. All AAMEL clients are categorised as professional. 

3f An explanation of whether other criteria were given precedence over immediate price 
and cost when executing retail client orders and how these other criteria were 
instrumental in delivering the best possible result in terms of the total consideration to 
the client; 

 

Not applicable. All AAMEL clients are categorised as professional. 

3g An explanation of how the investment firm has used any data or tools relating to the 
quality of execution. 

 

The first line of defence to achieve best execution is a role performed by AAMEL’s trading 
team. AAMEL’s policy is to source competing quotes from an appropriate number of 
counterparties. The trading team select counterparties based on their experience in dealing 
with the specific class of asset, axes shown and likelihood of execution in particular markets.  
AAMEL only executes trades with counterparties who are approved for trading according to 
internal policy. This involves following a documented process for onboarding new 
counterparties including, but not limited to, obtaining appropriate regulatory checks, ERM 
analysis of credit worthiness (trading limits are applied upon approval) and suitable AML 
and KYC checks.  
 
The second line of defence, is undertaken by AAMEL’s compliance team by performing post 
trade monitoring of all transactions on a daily basis using a market standard Transaction 
Cost Analysis tool, which is embedded into the OMS. Any trades highlighted by the tool as 
being outside a specified tolerance price level with the absence of an obvious reason will 
require justification from the relevant trader; an audit trail is maintained to evidence 
explanations provided. 
 
 
3h Where applicable, an explanation of how the investment firm has used output of a 

consolidated tape provider established under Article 65 of Directive 2014/65/EU. 
 

Not available for Fixed Income. 
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Venues 

AAMEL’s opinion is that the venues used to execute orders on behalf of its clients are 
appropriate to evidence “all sufficient” steps have been taken to obtain the best possible 
result. The majority of public fixed income orders (bonds) that are eligible to trade on venue 
are traded on the Bloomberg MTF platform. 

Tables 

Top Five Execution Brokers: 
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Top Five Execution Venues:
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